Table Designs has been providing custom tabletops to the foodservice industry since 1979. Located in Tampa, Florida all our tabletops are manufactured on-site by local craftsmen. We specialize in the manufacture of varnish, epoxy resin and ultraviolet cured finished tabletops. Our product line includes veneer, solid wood, laminate, solid surface, digital print, metal inlay and more. These highly durable, moisture and stain resistant, easy to clean tabletops are exceptionally suitable for commercial foodservice applications. Our cliental includes exclusive restaurants, country clubs, casinos, casual dining, foodcourts and fast food chains.

Our unique custom capabilities allow us to transform the most imaginative visions of designers and architects into reality. With creative options virtually unlimited, the various styles illustrated in these pages should be only the beginning to helping you or your client design a tabletop that customers will remember.
One of our most traditional style table tops, veneer with a wood edge is a standard in the industry. We can manufacture with any standard wood species and many of the exotics. Veneers and edges can be stained, two-toned stained, painted or of mixed species. Sunburst and Box veneer patterns are also available.

A. Knotty Walnut Veneer with Walnut Wood Edge
B. Cherry Veneer in V-Match Pattern with Stained Cherry Wood Edge
C. Bookline Snakewood Veneer with Stained Maple Wood Edge
D. Zebrwood Diamond Box with Black Accent Stripe and Walnut Wood Edge
E. Mahogany Veneer with Maple Veneer Accent Inlay, Mahogany Edge
F. Cherry Sunburst with Green and Bronze Accents, Maple Edge
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VENEER WOOD EDGE

G. Cherry Diamond Box with Gold Accent, Cherry Edge

H. Planked Zebrawood Veneer with Stained Maple Edge

I. Mahogany Veneer with Maple Veneer Inlay, Mahogany Edge

J. Maple Veneer in Custom Pattern with Maple Edge

K. Walnut Veneer with Maple Veneer Inlay and Walnut Wood Edge

L. Walnut Veneer in Parquet Pattern with Ebony Stained Maple Edge
VENEER SELF EDGE

Our most popular style of tabletop, veneer inlay with a matching veneer edge is contemporary looking and economical. By substituting veneer for the traditional wood edge, we are able to reduce material and labor costs on common woods such as oak, maple, cherry and mahogany. With exotic woods a solid wood edge can be either exorbitantly expensive or simply not available, using the veneer on the edge maintains a solid wood appearance. For a plank look we can “faux plank” the veneers to accentuate the separate veneer flitches. Sunburst and Box patterns are also available.
VENEER SELF EDGE

G. Brookline Quartered Argento Grey with Matching Edge

H. Santos Rosewood Veneer with Matching Edge

I. Walnut Veneer with Matching Edge

J. Aromatic Cedar Veneer with Matching Edge

K. Planked Cherry Veneer with Matching Edge

L. Brookline Spalted Walnut with Matching Edge
DIGITAL PRINT

Digitally printing images directly onto the tabletop provides several creative and production advantages: An image can be purchased once and reproduced hundreds of times. Images can be adjusted for color and sized for each table. Dimensional material such as fabrics, weaves and wallpapers can be scanned and printed. Expensive, exotic veneers can be scanned and reproduced at a fraction of the cost of the real wood. Logos, accent stripes or marquetry borders can be superimposed onto any printed image at minimal cost.
DIGITAL PRINT

G. Digital Print From Customer Supplied Artwork with Painted Blue Edge
H. Digital Print From Customer Supplied Artwork with Stained Maple Edge
I. Reverse Diamond Box Figured Makore with Compass Rose and Black Accent, Stained Maple Edge
J. Digital Printed Graphics on Brushed Aluminum with Black Painted Edge
K. Box Match Mahogany with Black Fish Skeleton and Accent, Stained Maple Edge
L. Mahogany, Maple and Walnut Backgammon Print with Stained Maple Edge
Choose from any of the manufactured metal laminates such as MozDesigns, Chemetal, Numetal, Formica Deco Metal, or we can custom cut sheet metal. Wood edges may be stained or painted and accent stripes or logos may be added. Metal Inlays Are Only Available With Resin Finish.

A. Azul Copper Inlay with Stained Maple Edge
B. Moz Designs Inlay with Natural Mahogany Edge
C. Laser Cut Galvanized Steel Over Black Painted Background with Matching Painted Edge
D. Chemetal Inlay with 3" Stained Maple Edge
E. Moz Designs with Gold Accent and Black Painted Wood Edge
F. Moz Designs Inlay - 1 1/4" Polished Chrome Edge
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G. Chemetal Autumn Leave Pattern Inlay with Stained Cherry Edge
H. Chemetal Inlay with Black Painted Wood Edge
I. Mystic Topaz Inlay with Mahogany Stained Maple Edge
J. Custom Painted Brushed Aluminum with Black Painted Wood Edge
K. Ball Peen Hammered Copper Inlay with Custom Stained Mahogany Edge
L. Diamond Plate Aluminum with Black Painted Wood Edge
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Customer's logos may be applied on most substrates including wood veneer, laminate, metal, fabric, paint, etc. Customers may supply the logos or we will duplicate from original artwork or digital images on disc. Wood edges may be matching or contrasting with choice of stains, wood species or paint colors.
Unique Designs include virtually any design concept imaginable. Various inlay materials, colors, patterns, logos, prints ... whatever you or your designer creates!

A. 6” Wide Ash Wood Edges with Mixed Species Veneer in Plank Pattern

B. Walnut Veneer with Walnut Live Edge

C. Custom 2-Tone Stain on Maple with Black Arches and Stained MDF Edge

D. Orange Cork Inlay with Mahogany Stained Maple Edge

E. Slate Tiles with Stained Maple Wood Edge

F. Barkskin Inlay over Printed Background with Distressed and Stained Knotty Pine Edge
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Choose from any of the solid surface manufacturers including: Hanex, Corian, Formica Solid Surface and Staron. Solid surface tables have a Matching 1.5" drop edge or choice of wood edge. Options include inlaid logos and accent borders in over 30 different colors.

A. Hanex Indigo with Matching Edge
B. Hanex Brookchase with Custom Inlaid Logo and Matching Edge
C. Corian Aurora with Custom Inlaid Logo and Matching Edge
D. Corian Rosemary With 1.5" Edge
E. Hanex Rythmic Shine With Custom Inlaid Design and Matching Edge
F. Staron Adamentine with Staron Bright White Edge
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SOLID WOOD

Solid wood plank tops can be made from ash, oak, maple, cherry, walnut or mahogany. Tables can be 1 1/4", 1 1/2" or 1 3/4" thick with your choice of stain and edge profile.

A. Red Oak Planks with Chestnut Stain
B. Cherry Planks with Cherry Stain
C. Mahogany Planks with Rosewood Stain
D. Mahogany Stained Oak Planks with Nail Head Accents
E. Maple Planks with Walnut Stain
F. Natural Maple Butcher Block
Table Designs has 15 standard stains (shown here on maple). We blend our own stains and have formulas for over 250 colors, so if you have a custom stain for us to match we offer that service at no additional charge. This chart is to be used as a general guide. Actual samples can be provided at request.
Table Designs offers several different finishes including conversion varnish, epoxy resin and ultra-violet cured. Each finish has its own characteristics and one may be more or less suitable for your tables depending on the application. The following is a description of each finish and its associated advantages.

**Conversion Varnish**
An industry standard for wood veneer and solid wood tabletops, it is more durable than lacquer and is resistant to moisture, heat and chemicals. The finish is applied by spraying several coats to a finished thickness of 6 thousands of an inch. As it is a thin film finish, heat from moderately hot cups and plates will transfer through to the wood substrate without visibly affecting the finish. While conversion varnish is scratch resistant, the finish will show scratches on darker stained woods. To minimize this effect we apply a satin sheen. Heavy daily use may require refinishing after several years.

**Epoxy Resin**
A poured finish which has a thickness of as much as .25”, epoxy resin is used both as durable wood finish and as a coating over logos, photographs, posters, metal, fabrics, cards, coins, etc. Epoxy has been a favorite finish for bars and restaurants because moisture will never affect it and it will never wear off, meaning tabletops can be in use for years without needing to be refinished. However, as it is a thick film finish the epoxy will be affected by hot cups and plates, leaving an indentation or “heat ring”, and surface scratches are more evident as they are suspended above the substrate. Epoxy finishes generally go through a “wear in” period during which they receive initial surface scuffing and some indentations. Epoxy is available as gloss or satin, the latter may cause some blurring of image detail in the substrate and may need to be refinished after several years of continuous use.

**Ultra (UV Cured)**
A thin film finish cured by intense ultra-violet light, this finish is the most durable in the furniture industry. The main advantage is improved mar and scratch resistance which is superior to either varnish or epoxy. The heat, moisture and chemical resistance are also superior. Our UV finish is available in semi-gloss.

**Warranty**
Table Designs warrants its products to be free from factory defects for a period of 1 year from date of shipment. The warranty will not apply to products that are damaged by freight, accident, improper use or improper storage. Table Designs reserves the right to inspect the defective tabletops and can exercise the right to repair or replace at our discretion. Hot cups and plates (over 150 degrees) can leave indentations in an epoxy resin finish and we recommend the use of placemats for those applications. Varnish and UV are more resistant to heat but should be treated with reasonable care. If it is too hot to hold by hand please use an insulating barrier.
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